
A
s a child, Oleg Zinevich dreamed of
becoming a doctor and he worked
steadily toward that goal. But, after
graduating from the Chernovtsy

Medical Institute and completing a pedi-
atric internship at the Kiev
Medical Academy of Postgraduate
Education, Oleg says he “began to
work for the 15th Kiev
Ambulance Substation and found
that I lacked sufficient practical
skills in emergency care and was
very concerned with that discov-
ery. Luckily, some physicians with
whom I work told me about the
Kiev EMSTC, which they said had
all the necessary resources to pol-
ish one’s skills.”

Unable to obtain the necessary
class admittance voucher from the
Central Ambulance Station, but
eager to attend a course at the
Center, Oleg visited the EMSTC to
meet its Director, Mikhail
Natsyuk, who eventually permit-
ted him to join an already formed group. “I
was very surprised at what I found there
because it was different from my previous
educational experiences,” recalls Oleg. “First
of all, the teaching methodology was very
clear and the trainers were very skilled. Then,
during the training, I was expected to prac-
tice the knowledge I learned on mannequins
designed to copy the human body to the
maximum extent possible. I was also
impressed with the audiovisual equipment
used to show films describing how to pro-
vide care in emergency situations.” Inspired
by the classes and the greater potential for
providing care to those in need, an enthusi-
astic Oleg says he “remained in the classroom
long after the classes ended to practice and
polish all the algorithms.”“The algorithms
are very important,” he explains, “because
they helped me know exactly how much
time I should spend on any given manipula-
tion, and, as an ambulance physician, time is
often my most precious resource.”

Oleg’s dedication did not go unnoticed by
his trainers. After completing the training
program, he was offered the opportunity to
become a trainer at the Center, an offer he
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The Kiev EMS Training Center
(EMSTC), which was opened as part
of AIHA’s Kiev/Coney Island partner-
ship, has been operating since 1995.
According to research carried out by
the Center’s staff, the mortality rate of
patients admitted to Kiev Ambulance
Hospital with trauma or acute poison-
ing continues to gradually decline as
the number of emergency services
specialists who receive training at the
Center increases. Additionally, by the
order of the Minister of Health of
Ukraine, all ambulance teams in
Ukraine are now equipped with the
immobilization kits first demonstrated
at the Kiev EMSTC. This is the story of
a trainee whose professional life was
changed by attending a course at the
Center. The history of Kiev EMS
Center is on the other side.

EMSTC Opens Professional Doors to
Ambulance Pediatrician

immediately accepted. Since this is not a full-
time position, Oleg continues to work at the
15th Ambulance Substation as a member of
the pediatric team, which allows him to
practice the skills he teaches every day.

“When we get a call to visit a small child,
we usually go without knowing what to
expect, so we must be prepared for any-
thing,” explains Oleg. Soon after he complet-
ed his training course, Oleg’s team was
called to visit a two-month-old infant. He
recalls the incident: “When we went in the
apartment, the infant was in her mother’s
arms and I instantly knew something was
very wrong. The infant was not breathing,
nor was there a heart beat. I put an oxygen
mask on her for 20-30 seconds, but that did-
n’t help, so I immediately started closed
chest massage and my assistant began
mouth-to-mouth resuscitation—to no
effect. We knew we had to switch to drug
therapy as soon as possible so I quickly
explained to the father how to do mouth-to-
mouth while my assistant prepared the nec-
essary medicine. We gave the infant a sub-
clavian injection of adrenalin with a phys-
iosolution and thankfully her  heart started
beating. Once she was stabilized, we took
her to the local ICU.” Oleg says he faces
many such cases daily. “I now feel satisfac-
tion when I leave my patients. I began to get
that feeling after taking the EMS course

because my training allowed me to act auto-
matically, without losing a single second.”

One month after completing his initial
training at the Kiev EMSTC, Oleg attended
a workshop in Tashkent, Uzbekistan, organ-
ized by AIHA for new EMSTC trainers
where, in addition to other things, he prac-
ticed his teaching skills by instructing chil-
dren in emergency medicine techniques.
Since that time, Oleg has also accepted a
position as pediatrician for the Aspern
Children’s Charitable Foundation, which
takes care of street children. At the
Foundation, Oleg provides medical care to
the homeless children and teaches them
emergency medicine. “These kids often find
themselves in difficult situations, including
those where emergency care is needed.
There is a good chance that the knowledge I
impart can help them save a human life,
making all the time I spend doing this
worthwhile,” he says.

Talking about his life now, Oleg says: “Even
though I have virtually no personal time, I’m
happy that my life is what it is. Thanks to the
Kiev EMSTC, I have achieved maximum suc-
cess in professional terms and am deeply satis-
fied with my work in moral terms.

In addition to his jobs as an ambulance physician and instructor
at the Kiev EMSTC, ambulance physician Oleg Zinevich also vol-
unteers at a local shelter for homeless children.
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